
Nelson Apple Bubble Pendant

Designer:George Nelson

Manufacturer:HAY

£619

DESCRIPTION

Nelson Apple Bubble Pendant by George Nelson for HAY.

The Nelson Apple Bubble Pendant is a t imeless mid-century modern pendant designed by George Nelson. The

design masterpiece was conceived by George Nelson in 1947 and was first produced in 1952. This iconic pendant

series captures the essence of mid-century style and promises exceptional features that stand the test of t ime.

Meticulously crafted, i ts intersecting skeletal frame adds a captivating contour to the pendant, while the soft and

diffused l ight emitted from its shade creates a soothing ambience in any space.

Inspired by luxurious si lk-covered Swedish pendant lamps, George Nelson sought to offer an affordable alternative.

Ingeniously uti l izing a mil i tary-developed self-webbing plastic material, he created a translucent shell that

beautiful ly encases a l ightweight, rounded-steel frame. The result is a perfect balance of elegance and durabil i ty.

The Bubble pendant has earned a permanent place in the prestigious collection at the Museum of Modern Art in

New York.

https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/designers-george-nelson
https://www.twentytwentyone.com/collections/manufacturers-hay
https://twentytwentyone.com/designer/george-nelson
http://twentytwentyone.com/manufacturer/hay


The Bubble Pendant collection comprises a series of organic shapes and sizes. See 'More products in this range'

below.

Manufactured by Herman Miller and distributed in the UK by HAY.

DIMENSIONS

53.5dia x 37cmh

MATERIALS

Shade: Webbing polymer.

Frame top and bottom ring: Coated and brushed metal and nickel.

Cord: White PVC insulation.

Recommended l ight source (not included):

LED E27 (A19), 10-13W, 1000-1500lm, 2700K Warm white

220-240V AC at 50/60HZ, Dimmable

Switch not included

Cord length: 183 cm

All Bubble Lamp models have a steel-wire skeleton on the interior which is spray coated with the translucent plastic

polymer result ing in a lamp that is both opaque and transparent as it glows.
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